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Axis I Comorbidity of Borderline Personality Disorder
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Objective: The purpose of this study was to assess the lifetime rates of occurrence of a
full range of DSM-III-R axis I disorders in a group of patients with criteria-defined borderline
personality disorder and comparison subjects with other personality disorders. Method:
The axis I comorbidity of 504 inpatients with personality disorders was assessed by inter-
viewers who were blind to clinical diagnosis and who used a semistructured research inter-
view of demonstrated reliability. Results: Four new findings emerged from this study. First,
anxiety disorders were found to be almost as common among borderline patients (N=379)
as mood disorders but far more discriminating from axis II comparison subjects (N=125).
Second, posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) was found to be a common but not universal
comorbid disorder among borderline patients, a finding inconsistent with the view that bor-
derline personality disorder is actually a form of chronic PTSD. Third, male and female bor-
derline patients were found to differ in the type of disorder of impulse in which they “spe-
cialized.” More specifically, substance use disorders were significantly more common
among male borderline patients, while eating disorders were significantly more common
among female borderline patients. Fourth, a lifetime pattern of complex comorbidity (i.e.,
met DSM-III-R criteria for both a disorder of affect and a disorder of impulse at some point
before the patients’ index admission) was found to have strong positive predictive power for
the borderline diagnosis as well as a high degree of sensitivity and specificity. Conclu-
sions: These results suggest that the lifetime pattern of axis I comorbidity characteristic of
borderline patients and distinguishing for the disorder is a particularly good marker for bor-
derline personality disorder. 

(Am J Psychiatry 1998; 155:1733–1739)

Borderline patients often present for evaluation or
treatment with one or more comorbid axis I disorders.
Initially, these symptom disorders may mask the un-
derlying borderline psychopathology, impeding accu-
rate diagnosis and making treatment planning diffi-
cult. Over time, these disorders often prove to be
treatment resistant; additional axis I disorders may
also develop. Because of the frequency with which
these clinically difficult situations occur, a substantial
amount of research concerning the axis I comorbidity
of borderline personality disorder has been conducted.

Fifteen studies that have assessed the rate of more
than one or two axis I disorders in patients with crite-
ria-defined borderline personality disorder have been

published (1–15). In general, these studies have found
that borderline patients often meet DSM criteria for a
number of common axis I disorders, particularly major
depression (3, 4, 8, 10, 11, 13–15) and substance abuse
(1, 3–5, 7, 8, 10, 13–15). These studies have also found
that a substantially higher percentage of borderline pa-
tients than comparison subjects have met DSM criteria
for a chronic affective disorder (1, 2, 15) or a substance
use disorder (2, 3, 7, 12, 15). In addition, two studies
have found that borderline patients are at heightened
risk for developing an anxiety disorder (2, 12).

Despite the consistency of these findings, the gener-
alizability of the results of these studies has been lim-
ited by five main methodological problems. First, only
slightly more than half of these studies used a semi-
structured research interview to assess the presence or
absence of borderline personality disorder (2, 4, 5, 8,
10, 12, 13, 15). Second, only one study assessed the
axis I comorbidity of borderline patients and compari-
son subjects by interviewers who were blind to clini-
cally obtained information, including axis I and II di-
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agnoses given before entry into the study (15). Third,
only seven of the studies assessed the lifetime rate of
axis I disorders by using semistructured interviews of
demonstrated reliability (2, 4, 5, 10, 12, 13, 15).
Fourth, only six of these studies reported on a full
range of axis I disorders (2, 4, 8, 9, 14, 15). Fifth, only
five of these studies used a comparison group that con-
sisted exclusively of subjects with axis II disorders (1,
6, 10, 13, 15).

The present study builds upon the design of these
earlier studies by incorporating all five of the following
features. First, borderline status was assessed accord-
ing to well-defined research criteria with semistruc-
tured interviews of proven reliability and validity. Sec-
ond, axis I comorbidity was assessed by interviewers
who were blind to clinical diagnoses. Third, these as-
sessments were made by using a semistructured inter-
view with demonstrated reliability. Fourth, the rates of
occurrence of a full range of axis I disorders were not
only assessed but reported. Fifth, a rigorously diag-
nosed group of patients with personality disorders was
used as comparison subjects.

The present study is also, to the best of our knowl-
edge, the first large-scale controlled study to assess the
axis I comorbidity of borderline personality disorder
according to DSM-III-R criteria. In addition, it is the
first study to assess the effect of gender on the axis I co-
morbidity exhibited by borderline patients.

METHOD

All subjects were inpatients at McLean Hospital in Belmont,
Mass., who were admitted between March 1991 and December
1995. Each patient was initially screened to determine that he or she
1) was between the ages of 18 and 50; 2) had normal or better intel-
ligence; 3) had no history or current symptoms of a serious organic
condition that might be associated with the development of psychi-
atric symptoms (e.g., multiple sclerosis, lupus erythematosus),
schizophrenia, or bipolar I disorder; and 4) had been given a definite
or probable axis II diagnosis by the admitting physician (who also
rated each patient’s level of impairment with  the Global Assessment
of Functioning Scale [GAF] contained in DSM-III-R).

Written informed consent was obtained from each patient. Three
semistructured diagnostic interviews were then administered to each
patient by one of five interviewers (E.D.D., A.E.S., A.T., A.L., V.R.)
who were blind to the patient’s clinical diagnoses. These instruments
were 1) the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-III-R (16) (which
included a posttraumatic stress disorder [PTSD] module that was de-
vised at McLean Hospital and used subthreshold criteria for mania
to determine the presence of hypomanic episodes and bipolar II dis-
order)—a semistructured interview designed to assess the lifetime
frequency of many of the most common axis I disorders described in
DSM-III-R, 2) the Revised Diagnostic Interview for Borderlines
(DIB-R)—a semistructured interview that can reliably distinguish
clinically diagnosed borderline patients from those with other axis II
disorders (17), and 3) the Diagnostic Interview for DSM-III-R Per-
sonality Disorders (18)—a semistructured interview that reliably as-
sesses the presence of the 13 axis II disorders described in DSM-III-
R. All five interviewers had been trained in the administration and
scoring of these instruments by the first author (M.C.Z.), who is one
of the developers of both the DIB-R and Diagnostic Interview for
DSM-III-R Personality Disorders. Adequate levels of interrater reli-
ability had been obtained during this training period, which con-
sisted of 15 conjoint interviews (e.g., pairwise kappa of 0.85 or

higher on the DIB-R and DSM-III-R diagnoses of borderline person-
ality disorder).

Because there is a certain degree of overlap between a few of the
DIB-R criteria for borderline personality disorder and certain of the
axis I disorders being studied (major depression/dysthymia, general-
ized anxiety disorder/simple phobia/panic disorder, alcohol/drug
abuse/dependence, and the binge eating aspect of bulimia and/or eat-
ing disorder not otherwise specified), we removed these items from
the DIB-R and found that all patients who had initially met DIB-R
criteria for borderline personality disorder continued to do so. This
is probably because of the severity of the borderline psychopathol-
ogy of the inpatients in the study (i.e., they scored 9 or 10 on the
DIB-R, which has a maximum score of 10), as well as the weighted
scoring system of the DIB-R, which has over 100 questions that are
used to rate 22 summary statements—only four of which were af-
fected in any way by removing these more specific items. We per-
formed a parallel procedure for the DSM-III-R criteria for borderline
personality disorder (i.e., removed the affective instability criterion,
since it reflects one element of bipolar II disorder and removed the
criterion pertaining to two patterns of impulsive behavior [if the pa-
tient both abused a substance and engaged in eating binges]). Again,
no patient’s borderline status changed, probably because most bor-
derline patients in the study met seven or eight of the DSM-III-R cri-
teria for borderline personality disorder.

Between-group comparisons involving categorical data were com-
puted by using the chi-square statistic corrected for continuity; be-
tween-group comparisons involving continuous data (age and socio-
economic status) were computed by using Student’s t test. The
Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons was applied where
appropriate. Multivariate analyses were also conducted by using lo-
gistic regression methods with presence/absence of borderline per-
sonality disorder as the dependent variable and axis I disorders that
were found to be significant in univariate analyses (p<0.05) as the in-
dependent variables.

RESULTS

All told, 520 patients were interviewed. Three hun-
dred seventy-nine patients met both DIB-R and DSM-
III-R criteria for borderline personality disorder, and
125 met DSM-III-R criteria for at least one nonborder-
line axis II disorder. Thirteen of the comparison sub-
jects (10%) met DSM-III-R criteria for an odd cluster
disorder, 59 (47%) met DSM-III-R criteria for an anx-
ious cluster disorder, and 38 (30%) met DSM-III-R cri-
teria for a dramatic cluster disorder. Another 45 (36%)
met DSM-III-R criteria for personality disorder not
otherwise specified (which was operationally defined
in the Diagnostic Interview for DSM-III-R Personality
Disorders as meeting all but one of the required num-
ber of criteria for at least two of the 13 axis II disorders
described in DSM-III-R). Sixteen others were excluded
from further analyses because they either met criteria
for schizophrenia (N=2) or bipolar I disorder (N=2) or
failed to met DSM-III-R criteria for any axis II disor-
der, including personality disorder not otherwise spec-
ified (N=12).

Demographically, borderline patients were found to
be very similar to comparison subjects in terms of their
marital status, race, and socioeconomic background.
More specifically, about two- thirds of each group had
never been married (70% versus 64%), 11% of each
group was nonwhite, and each group had a mean so-
cioeconomic status, as measured by the five-point
Hollingshead-Redlich scale (19) (1=highest, 5=lowest),
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of 2.6 (SD=1.3). However, borderline patients were
found to be slightly, but significantly, younger than
axis II comparison subjects (mean=27.6 years, SD=6.9,
versus mean=29.2, SD=8.9) (t=2.10, df=502, p=0.04).
In addition, a significantly higher percentage of bor-
derline patients (78%) than comparison subjects
(56%) were women (χ2=21.99, df=1, p=0.00001). The
admitting physician’s GAF rating of impairment was
about the same for both groups (mean=28.7, SD=7.1,
versus mean=29.5, SD=8.4). 

We initially compared the lifetime axis I comorbidity
of borderline patients and axis II comparison subjects.
Because a significantly higher percentage of borderline
patients than comparison subjects were women, two
subanalyses to examine the role of gender were also
conducted. Because the results of these analyses were
somewhat different for male and female borderline pa-
tients and comparison subjects, we decided to present
our results for men and women separately, as well as
our overall results comparing the mixed-gender group
of borderline patients and comparison subjects.

Table 1 compares borderline patients and axis II
comparison subjects on lifetime rates of axis I disor-
ders. At the Bonferroni-corrected alpha level of p<
0.002, a significantly higher percentage of borderline
patients than comparison subjects met DSM-III-R cri-
teria for six specific disorders (major depression, panic
disorder, social phobia, simple phobia, PTSD, and eat-

ing disorder not otherwise specified) and three types of
disorder (mood, anxiety, and eating disorders).

Table 2 presents the rates of axis I disorders that sig-
nificantly distinguished borderline patients of one gen-
der from same-sex comparison subjects. At the Bonfer-
roni-corrected alpha level of p<0.002, a significantly
higher percentage of female borderline patients than
female comparison subjects met DSM-III-R criteria for
three specific disorders (social phobia, PTSD, and eat-
ing disorder not otherwise specified) and three types of
disorder (mood, anxiety, and eating disorders). At this
stringent alpha level, a significantly higher percentage
of male borderline patients than male comparison sub-
jects met DSM-III-R criteria for two specific disorders
(panic disorder and social phobia) and two types of
disorder (mood and anxiety disorders).

While male and female borderline patients had simi-
lar rates of comorbidity in the areas of psychotic disor-
ders (about 1%), somatoform disorders (about 10%),
anxiety disorders (over 80%), and mood disorders
(over 90%), they were also found to be significantly
different from one another in the areas of substance
use disorders and eating disorders. At the Bonferroni-
corrected alpha level of p<0.002, a significantly higher
percentage of male than female borderline patients met
DSM-III-R criteria for alcohol abuse/dependence
(74% versus 46%) (χ2=18.16, df=1, p=0.00002), drug
abuse/dependence (65% versus 41%) (χ2=14.29, df=1,
p=0.0002), and overall substance abuse/dependence

TABLE 1. Patients With Borderline Personality Disorder and Other Personality Disorders Who Met DSM-III-R Criteria for Axis I
Disorders

Axis I Disorder

Patients With
Borderline
Personality

Disorder
(N=379)

Patients With 
Other Personality 

Disorders
(N=125) Analysis

N % N % χ2 (df=1) p

Mood disorders 365 96.3 90 72.0 60.53 0.00001a

Major depression 314 82.8 84 67.2 12.93 0.0003a

Dysthymia 146 38.5 31 24.8 7.18 0.007
Bipolar II disorder 36 9.5 2 1.6 7.32 0.007

Substance use disorders 243 64.1 68 54.4 3.36 n.s.
Alcohol abuse/dependence 198 52.2 56 44.8 1.80 n.s.
Drug abuse/dependence 175 46.2 52 41.6 0.62 n.s.

Psychotic disorders 5 1.3 0 0.0 0.59 n.s.
Anxiety disorders 335 88.4 63 50.4 79.41 0.00001a

Panic disorder 181 47.8 25 20.0 28.83 0.00001a

Agoraphobia 46 12.1 4 3.2 7.43 0.006
Social phobia 174 45.9 24 19.2 27.01 0.00001a

Simple phobia 120 31.7 19 15.2 11.94 0.0006a

Obsessive-compulsive disorder 59 15.6 8 6.4 6.08 0.01
PTSD 212 55.9 27 21.6 43.08 0.00001a

Generalized anxiety disorder 51 13.5 4 3.2 9.14 0.003
Somatoform disorders 39 10.3 4 3.2 5.18 0.02

Somatization disorder 16 4.2 0 0.0 4.16 0.04
Hypochondriasis 18 4.7 2 1.6 1.69 n.s.
Somatoform pain disorder 16 4.2 2 1.6 1.19 n.s.

Eating disorders 201 53.0 34 27.2 17.10 0.00004a

Anorexia nervosa 79 20.8 16 12.8 3.47 n.s.
Bulimia nervosa 97 25.6 21 16.8 3.58 n.s.
Eating disorder not otherwise 

specified 99 26.1 11 8.8 15.53 0.00008a

a Application of the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons indicated statistical significance (p<0.002).
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(82% versus 59%) (χ2=13.68, df=1, p=0.0002). In
contrast, a significantly higher percentage of female
than male borderline patients met DSM-III-R criteria
for anorexia nervosa (25% versus 7%) (χ2=10.91, df=
1, p=0.001), bulimia nervosa (30% versus 10%) (χ2=
13.15, df=1, p=0.0003), eating disorder not otherwise
specified (almost all cases were of binge eating disorder
or purging disorder) (30% versus 11%) (χ2=11.86, df=
1, p=0.0006), and the overall eating disorder category
(62% versus 21%) (χ2=43.55, df=1, p=0.00001). In
addition, female borderline patients were significantly
more likely than male borderline patients to have met
DSM-III-R criteria for PTSD (61% versus 35%) (χ2=
16.51, df=1, p=0.00005).

We next conducted multivariate analyses that mir-
rored the three sets of univariate analyses described
earlier in this article. We found that the same disorders
were highly significant in discriminating a mixed-gender
group of borderline patients from a mixed-gender group
of comparison subjects (χ2=90.57, df=1, p<0.00001),
same-sex borderline patients from same-sex comparison
subjects (women: χ2=41.40, df=1, p<0.00001; men: χ2=
35.35, df=1, p<0.00001), and male from female border-
line patients (χ2=65.70, df=1, p<0.00001).

Suspecting that the overall pattern of comorbidity
displayed by borderline patients was more discriminat-

ing than the rates of separate types of disorders, we ran
a series of logistic regressions and found that a sum-
mary measure representing what we have termed com-
plex comorbidity better discriminated borderline pa-
tients from comparison subjects than each of the six
types of axis I disorders studied (data not shown). The
operational definition of complex comorbidity is that a
patient has met the DSM-III-R criteria for a broadly
defined disorder of affect (a mood disorder and an
anxiety disorder) and meets DSM-III-R criteria for a
disorder of impulsivity (a substance use disorder or an
eating disorder or both). Overall, a significantly higher
percentage of borderline patients than comparison
subjects met DSM-III-R criteria for a combination of
disorders of affect and impulsivity (73% versus 27%)
(χ2=82.95, df=1, p<0.00001). The same pattern of co-
morbidity was found to be discriminating for female
borderline and female comparison subjects (76% ver-
sus 34%) (χ2=42.52, df=1, p<0.00001), as well as for
male borderline and male comparison subjects (65%
versus 18%) (χ2=27.38, df=1, p<0.00001).

Table 3 shows the conditional probabilities of this
pattern of complex comorbidity in our group of axis II
patients. As can be seen, the pattern of complex co-
morbidity has a high degree of sensitivity, specificity,
and positive predictive power. Looking only at positive
predictive power, these data indicate that a pattern of
complex comorbidity as we have defined it will suc-
cessfully predict a borderline diagnosis 84%–90% of
the time, depending on gender, in a group of nonpsy-
chotic inpatients.

A broader definition of complex comorbidity (meet-
ing criteria for a mood and/or anxiety disorder and a
disorder of impulsivity) yielded a weaker model overall
(χ2=33.41, df=1, p<0.00001). For the total group, this
model had high sensitivity (100%) and positive predic-
tive power (0.75) but no specificity or negative predic-

TABLE 2. DSM-III-R Axis I Disorders That Significantly Distinguished Borderline Personality Disorder Patients of One Gender
From Same-Sex Patients With Other Personality Disorders

Axis I Disorder

Women Men

Rate Rate

Borderline
Personality

Disorder 
(N=296)

Other
Personality
Disorders

(N=70) Analysis

Borderline
Personality

Disorder 
(N=83)

Other
Personality
Disorders

(N=55) Analysis 

N % N % χ2 (df=1) p N % N % χ2 (df=1) p

Mood disorders 289 97.6 61 87.1 12.50 0.0004a 76 91.6 29 52.7 25.33 0.00001a

Major depression 251 84.8 57 81.4 0.26 n.s. 63 75.9 27 49.1 9.34 0.002
Dysthymia 115 38.9 24 34.3 0.33 n.s. 31 37.3 7 12.7 8.85 0.003

Substance use disorders 175 59.1 30 42.9 5.44 0.02 68 81.9 38 69.1 2.38 n.s.
Drug abuse/dependence 121 40.9 19 27.1 3.96 0.05 54 65.1 33 60.0 0.18 n.s.

Anxiety disorders 268 90.5 41 58.6 41.61 0.00001a 67 80.7 22 40.0 22.21 0.00001a

Panic disorder 147 49.7 20 28.6 9.31 0.002 34 41.0 5 9.1 15.04 0.0001a

Social phobia 133 44.9 16 22.9 10.53 0.001a 41 49.4 8 14.5 16.06 0.00006a

Simple phobia 96 32.4 14 20.0 3.59 n.s.  24 28.9 5 9.1 6.68 0.01
PTSD 180 60.8  21 30.0  20.48 0.00001a  29 34.9  6 10.9  8.86 0.003
Generalized anxiety disorder 36 12.2 1 1.4 6.04 0.01 15 18.1 3 5.5 3.60 n.s.

Eating disorders 184 62.2 28 40.0 10.52 0.001a 17 20.5 11 20.0 0.00 n.s.
Eating disorder not otherwise 

specified 90 30.4 7 10.0 11.08 0.0009a 9 10.8 4 7.3 0.16 n.s.
a Application of the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons indicated statistical significance (p<0.002).

TABLE 3. Conditional Probability of Pattern of Complex Comor-
biditya for 504 Patients With DSM-III-R Personality Disorders

Pattern of
Complex
Comorbiditya

Predictive Power

Sensitivity Specificity Positive Negative

Total group 0.73 0.73 0.89 0.47
Women only 0.76 0.66 0.90 0.39
Men only 0.65 0.82 0.84 0.61
a Disorder of affect (mood and anxiety disorder) plus disorder of im-

pulsivity (substance use disorder, eating disorder, or both).
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tive power. Similar results were found for groups re-
stricted to women (χ2=17.37, df=1, p<0.0001) and
men (χ2=14.59, df=1, p=0.0001).

DISCUSSION

Four important findings emerge from this study. Our
first major finding is that anxiety disorders were found
to be only somewhat less common among borderline
patients than mood disorders but far more frequently
seen in borderline patients than in axis II comparison
subjects. Over 90% of the borderline patients in this
study met DSM-III-R criteria for a mood disorder.
Mood disorders were also found to be significantly
more common among borderline patients than axis II
comparison subjects. These findings are consistent
with those of most earlier studies (1–4, 8, 10–15).
However, almost 90% of our borderline patients met
DSM-III-R criteria for an anxiety disorder, while only
about 50% of comparison subjects met anxiety disor-
der criteria. More specifically, about half of the border-
line patients met DSM-III-R criteria for panic disorder,
social phobia, or PTSD; about a third met DSM-III-R
criteria for a simple phobia; and about a sixth met
DSM-III-R criteria for agoraphobia, obsessive-com-
pulsive disorder (OCD), and generalized anxiety disor-
der. These proportions were all smaller among the
comparison subjects. In addition, anxiety disorders in
general and panic disorder, social phobia, and PTSD in
particular discriminated borderline patients from com-
parison subjects among both women and men.

These results extend the results of prior studies that
have found a significant association between border-
line personality disorder and anxiety disorders (2, 12),
since they demonstrate that anxiety disorders are both
almost as common as mood disorders among border-
line patients and far more discriminating. However,
these results contradict the relatively low rates of anx-
iety disorder comorbidity found in most of the 11 stud-
ies that assessed anxiety disorder comorbidity at all (1,
2, 4–6, 8–10, 12, 14, 15). This discrepancy may be due
to the fact that most of these 11 studies either assessed
the presence of these disorders with unstructured
methods of inquiry (i.e., chart review or clinical inter-
view) (1, 6, 9, 14) or reported the rates of occurrence
of only a few anxiety disorders, although their pres-
ence was assessed by semistructured research interview
(2, 4, 5, 10, 12). Thus, the low-moderate degree of co-
morbidity between borderline personality disorder and
anxiety disorders found in most previous studies that
assessed this area of comorbidity may have been due to
a failure to examine or report this area of phenomenol-
ogy systematically.

These results suggest that clinicians should pay
more attention to the anxiety symptoms and syn-
dromes of their borderline patients. This is particu-
larly so given the success of tricyclic antidepressants,
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, and benzodi-
azepines in treating panic disorder, OCD, and social

phobia (20–28) and the usefulness of cognitive behav-
ioral techniques in treating the symptoms and behav-
ioral sequelae of a number of the most common anxi-
ety disorders (29, 30).

Our second major finding is that PTSD was found
to be a common but not ubiquitous comorbid disor-
der among borderline patients. Overall, 56% of the
borderline patients met DSM-III-R criteria for this
disorder, with 61% of the female and 35% of the
male borderline patients meeting criteria for PTSD.
We also found that a significantly higher percentage
of borderline patients of both genders met DSM-III-
R criteria for this disorder than same-sex axis II com-
parison subjects.

Only two other studies have assessed this area of co-
morbidity. Koenigsberg and his colleagues (9) found
that no borderline patient was given a primary axis I
diagnosis of PTSD, which might suggest that clinicians
saw other disorders, such as major depression, as being
more important. Hudziak and his associates (8) found
that 28% of a sample of female borderline outpatients
met criteria for PTSD. This percentage is very different
from the 61% of female borderline patients deter-
mined to satisfy PTSD criteria in the current study. It
seems unlikely that this disparity in comorbidity rates
is due to treatment status, since 75% of the borderline
outpatients in the Hudziak et al. study (8) had been
hospitalized at least once for psychiatric reasons.
Rather, this difference is probably due to differences
in the method of assessing the presence of borderline
personality disorder. While both studies used the
DIB-R to determine a patient’s study group assign-
ment (17), we used the standard score of 8 (out of
10) as our cutoff, while Hudziak et al. (8) used the
lower score of 7. By using a cutoff associated with a
specificity of only 0.55, Hudziak et al. potentially in-
cluded in their sample a substantial number of pa-
tients who would be classified as nonborderline by
standard DIB-R criteria (17).

The high degree of comorbidity between borderline
personality disorder and PTSD found in the current
study is consistent with the results of numerous studies
that have found that borderline patients often report
traumatic childhood experiences (10, 31–39). How-
ever, the fact that the rate of PTSD among borderline
patients was found to be substantially less than 100%
is inconsistent with the theory that borderline person-
ality disorder might better be conceptualized as a
chronic form of PTSD (40). Even in this very disturbed
group of borderline inpatients, almost half had never
met criteria for PTSD. This finding, in turn, suggests
that borderline personality disorder may have different
etiologies in different subgroups of patients. In this re-
gard, it has been variously hypothesized that the devel-
opment of borderline personality disorder conforms to
a diathesis-stress model (41) or is best explained by a
multifactorial model (42, 43). Either of these explana-
tory models is consistent with the data reported here. It
may be that borderline patients who do not report a
history of seriously traumatic events may have a stron-
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ger inborn temperamental vulnerability to the develop-
ment of borderline personality disorder. It may also be
that only some types of reported childhood trauma are
associated with the development of comorbid border-
line personality disorder and PTSD.

Our third major finding is that male and female bor-
derline patients exhibited somewhat different patterns
of axis I comorbidity. While a high percentage of bor-
derline patients of both genders met DSM-III-R criteria
for a mood disorder or an anxiety disorder or both,
they differed in the type of disorder of impulse in
which they “specialized.” More specifically, substance
use disorders were found to be significantly more com-
mon in the histories of male than female borderline pa-
tients. In contrast, eating disorders, particularly eating
disorder not otherwise specified, were found to be sig-
nificantly more common in the histories of female than
male borderline patients. This new finding is consistent
with the clinical observation that male patients are typ-
ically overrepresented in substance abuse programs,
while female patients are typically overrepresented in
eating disorders programs. This is not to say that no
male borderline patients meet criteria for eating disor-
ders or that no female borderline patients meet criteria
for substance use disorders. Indeed, we found that
about half of our female borderline patients had
abused substances at some point in their lives, while
about a fifth of our male borderline patients had a his-
tory of serious eating disorders. However, about 40%
more female than male borderline patients in this study
had used food self-destructively, while about 25%
more male than female borderline patients had used al-
cohol, drugs, or both self-destructively.

Our fourth major finding is that a pattern of com-
plex comorbidity had strong positive predictive power
for the borderline diagnosis. This is a particularly im-
portant finding because the number of multiple and
shifting comorbid axis I disorders commonly experi-
enced by borderline patients over the course of their
lives has frequently made it difficult for clinicians to
accurately diagnose and ultimately treat the underlying
personality pathology. In contrast, our data indicate
that the pattern of complex lifetime axis I comorbidity
evidenced by borderline patients is a useful marker for
the borderline diagnosis.

Our data also indicate that a pattern of meeting life-
time criteria for both a disorder of affect and a disor-
der of impulse has strong sensitivity and specificity for
the borderline diagnosis. More specifically, about 75%
of borderline patients exhibit this pattern of comorbid-
ity, and about 75% of axis II comparison subjects do
not. While previous reports have found that the sub-
syndromal phenomenology of borderline personality
disorder is both highly characteristic and distinguish-
ing (44, 45), this study is the first to suggest that the
pattern of axis I comorbidity reported by borderline
patients is equally notable and discriminating.

This finding, in turn, lends a degree of support to the
view that borderline personality disorder is a valid dis-

order, since it has a characteristic clinical picture that
can be delimited from that of other axis II disorders
(46). Alternatively, a history of a variety of axis I disor-
ders, particularly if they had an early onset, may have
a role in the development of what is commonly seen as
borderline psychopathology.

The major limitation of the present study is that its
results may not be generalizable to milder outpatient
cases of borderline personality disorder. While pre-
vious studies have found that a substantial percentage
of borderline outpatients have previously been hospi-
talized (47, 48), the results of this study may not be ap-
plicable to borderline patients with very mild forms of
the disorder.

Taken together, the results of this study suggest that
the axis I comorbidity of borderline personality disor-
der follows a pattern of complexity that clinicians can
use as a marker for underlying borderline psychopa-
thology. The use of this marker may, in turn, lead to
more accurate diagnosis of and more effective treat-
ment planning for patients with borderline personality
disorder.
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